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50 results Computational Sciences Graduate Fellowship (CSGF) These grants provide partial support of doctoral
dissertation research for improvement.

All other applicants for instance, those in Anthropology, Geography, History, Political Science, and
Sociology, among others must request nine to twelve months of on-site, site-specific dissertation research with
a minimum of six months of research outside of the United States. She must be enrolled in a graduate school
within Founder Region, Northern California. The program is open to proposals informed by a range of
methodologies in the humanities and humanistic social sciences, including research in archives and manuscript
collections, fieldwork and surveys, and quantitative data collection. The fellowship must be used for the final
year of writing the dissertation. Award applications should be submitted to Rosemary Rogers rrogers at
stanford. Please send a page proposal describing your dissertation, including the stage you are at with writing
and research, and three letters of recommendation. GSS gives awards each year. Funding can be used to
support travel, field work, supplies, language training, and even living expenses. The fellowship lasts for
months and provides travel, health insurance and a monthly stipend of 1, Euros. Dissertation must advance the
state of knowledge about international peace and conflict management. Applicants may be U. Individuals
enrolled in the following programs, which are typically practice-oriented, will not be supported unless the
applicant can document that the program of study is research-based, requiring a dissertation, and the applicant
plans to follow a career in teaching and research in academia: administration, audiology, business, consumer
studies, curriculum development, human resource management, exercise physiology, filmmaking, fine arts,
guidance, kinesiology, leadership, library and information science, management, nursing, occupational health,
performing arts, personnel, physical education, physical therapy, public health, rehabilitation science, social
welfare, social work, speech pathology, and teacher education. Scholars in the social sciences and humanities
are eligible. Health Policy Research Scholars Health Policy Research Scholars is a national change leadership
development opportunity for full-time doctoral students from underrepresented populations or historically
disadvantaged backgrounds, entering the first or second year of their doctoral program, from any academic
discipline who are training to be researchers and are interested in health policy research. The Program is open
to students in any discipline whose dissertation topics are within 19th â€” early 21st century Russian historical
studies. Selection Criteria The IDRF competition promotes a range of approaches and research designs beyond
single-site or single-country research, including comparative work at the national and regional levels and
explicit comparison of cases across time frames. Open for applications, next deadline is November 5th  Please
send a one-page proposal describing the project you wish to undertake with an itemized budget. Open to
applicants in all fields of study. Applicants may be of any nationality but must be enrolled in a U. Kim
Foundation Fellowships The D. This program does not support the Ph. This grant is open to applicants in all
fields. Seventy fellowships are awarded annually. Special consideration will be given to applicants in the
Humanities. The Kauffman Foundation is particularly interested in regional dynamics and local ecosystems,
demographic dimensions of entrepreneurship, economic growth, entrepreneurship policy, declining business
dynamism, future of work, economic inequality and mobility, and programmatic research. Applicants must be
a U. The IDRF program will not support study at foreign universities, conference participation, or dissertation
write-up. Proposals that identify the United States as a case for comparative inquiry are welcome; however,
proposals that focus predominantly or exclusively on the United States are not eligible. The fellowship is for
months, provides travel, health insurance and a monthly stipend of 1, Euros. Dissertation fellowships may not
be deferred or delayed. Other opportunities for History of Science Funding. Investigators are encouraged to
propose plans for research about the nature, causes, and consequences of human activity and natural
environmental processes across a range of scales. Applicants should specify why an extended period of on-site
research is critical for successful completion of the proposed doctoral dissertation. Applicants need not be
citizens of the United States; however, they must be candidates for the doctoral degree at a graduate school
within the United States. Charlotte W. Applicants should provide evidence of having attained an appropriate
level of training to undertake the proposed research, including evidence of a degree of language fluency
sufficient to complete the project. Participation in full-time paid or unpaid internships or other paid activities,
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even if required for degree completion, cannot be undertaken during the fellowship year. Peters Dissertation
Year Fellowship at Notre Dame The Peters Fellowship will enable two outstanding African American doctoral
candidates at the ABD level to devote their full energies to the completion of the dissertation, and to provide
an opportunity for African American scholars at the beginning of their academic careers to experience life at a
major Catholic research university. Preference is given to those candidates who draw on the library and
archival resources of more than one partner. Dissertation awards are intended to support Fellows who will be
spending the majority of their time writing and defending the dissertation during the fellowship year.
Eligibility will be at the discretion of the IDRF program, depending on completed research time and funding.
Check out and bookmark these 30 unique dissertation research fellowships for domestic and international
doctoral students enrolled in U. To the Top Verification of Doctoral Degree Status Applicants must have
completed all departmental and institutional requirements for their degree, except for writing and defense of
the dissertation, by the application deadline.


